INTRODUCTION
============

One of the great challenges of the post genomic era is to integrate the various 'omics' approaches with the accumulated data from traditional hypothesis driven research to make a 'systems level' understanding of biological processes a feasible goal. Systems biology 'parts lists' (e.g. whole genome sequences and gene expression profiles) are increasingly generated for higher eukaryotes, including human and vertebrate model systems. Based on recent studies in sea urchins, flies and worms ([@b1]--[@b6]), analysis of transcriptional gene regulatory networks holds particular promise for applying systems biology to higher eukaryotes. One particularly attractive feature of transcriptional regulatory networks lies in the fact that computational analysis of transcriptional regulatory networks should be facilitated since major components of the 'parts lists' will be intimately connected through a regulatory code present in the genomic sequence that determines where, when and at what level each gene will be expressed. Nevertheless, the higher genomic and biological complexities of vertebrates currently pose major challenges to directly transferring approaches developed in lower eukaryotes.

Identification and subsequent characterization of gene regulatory elements will be a key step in assembling transcriptional regulatory networks from gene expression profiling data, with the ultimate goal of unravelling the regulatory codes that govern gene expression in various cell types. The resulting models of transcriptional regulatory networks will have the ability to elucidate system properties, which may not be apparent when studying individual components. Moreover, models can predict the outcome of perturbations, experimental or pathological, and are therefore likely to play a key role in future drug discovery. The network nodes of transcriptional regulatory networks consist of gene regulatory elements; these are stretches of DNA sequence containing multiple transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) that act combinatorially on the transcriptional regulation of a given gene. Therefore, genome-wide analysis of regulatory elements is ultimately required to construct transcriptional regulatory networks. However, even more so than in simpler genomes such as fly, yeast or worm, the complexity of mammalian genomes makes computational identification of functional regulatory elements a formidable task. The DNA sequence motifs recognized by transcription factors are mostly short and degenerate, and regulatory elements can be located many kilobases away from the proximal promoter of a gene in distal 5′ and 3′ enhancers or in introns ([@b7]).

To facilitate the identification of mammalian gene regulatory elements, we developed the TFBScluster tool for the genome-wide discovery of candidate regulatory elements and the genes under their control. The original version of TFBScluster was designed specifically for the characterization of gene regulatory elements active in human blood stem cells ([@b8]). In a proof of principle study, TFBScluster allowed us to identify candidate gene regulatory sequences with predicted biological activity, confirmed using transgenic mouse assays ([@b9]).

The newly updated version of the TFBScluster web server has many new features that make it a widely applicable resource for studying mammalian gene regulatory networks. For example, we have now implemented mouse and human versions to streamline analysis for researchers using murine or human systems as their principal experimental setting. Moreover, integration within TFBScluster of genomic sequence searches with gene expression profiling datasets provides the ability to datamine across diverse yet complementary datasets, in order to increase the likely accuracy of computational predictions. We have implemented a much wider range of TFBSs, including IPUAC consensus sequences curated from the literature, published datasets and a large set of conserved positional weight matrices. Our emphasis has moved from the use of multiple alignments to the initial use of pair-wise alignments, such as human--mouse. Conserved TFBSs can now be further filtered to retain only those sites that are also conserved between human/mouse and other species including dog and opossum.

TFBScluster significantly differs from other tools developed for the analysis of lower invertebrate species ([@b3],[@b10]--[@b12]), tools that use limited datasets ([@b13]--[@b16]) or are restricted to sequence flanking predicted transcription start-sites ([@b17]--[@b24]). TFBScluster shares the concept of identifying binding site clusters with the SynoR program ([@b25]). However, TFBScluster utilizes three datasets of IUPAC consensus sequences in addition to TRANSFAC matrices, and provides links to mainstream genome browsers thereby providing a variety of external information.

METHODOLOGY OF TFBScluster
==========================

TFBScluster utilizes three principle methods to help distinguish functional binding sites (true positives) from the background noise of non-functional sites (false positives): (i) queries focus upon TFBSs that form part of binding site clusters, (ii) TFBScluster only considers sites that are conserved between two or more species and (iii) searches can be restricted to areas of the genome thought to be involved in regulating gene expression. TFBScluster can subject candidate binding site clusters to a series of filters based upon associated gene expression, and by their location in areas of regulatory potential or active promoters.

Motif datasets
--------------

Genome-wide positions for three sets of IUPAC code defined TFBS consensus sequences and one set of positional weight matrices have been determined. The first IUPAC code set consists of 41 consensus sequences curated from the literature and the databases TRANSFAC ([@b26]) and JASPAR ([@b27]). Background information and references for each IUPAC consensus sequence can be found at (<http://hscl.cimr.cam.ac.uk/TFBScluster_genome_35_filters_background.html>). Five datafiles containing genome-wide collections of matching conserved sites with increasing levels of sequence conservation have been generated for all 41 IUPAC consensus sequences. The first datafile contains 'non-exact' matches to the core sequence; both sequences match the IUPAC consensus, but degenerate IUPAC codes are allowed to differ between the two sequences. The second datafile contains 'exact' matches, where degenerate IUPAC codes must be identical between the two sequences, thus requiring degenerate consensus sequences to be aligned in regions of high sequence identity. The last three datafiles also require an exact match and extend the overall length of sequence identity. To achieve this, the IUPAC code 'N' (any nucleotide) is added to both ends of the consensus, resulting in three files with 2, 4 and 6 conserved nucleotides flanking the core sequence. Functional binding sites are likely to be located in highly conserved sequence regions. Therefore, our method of increasing the degree of conservation in our TFBS datafiles aims to enrich functional binding sites whilst decreasing the number of false positive sites. The identification of completely or near completely conserved binding sites is a method that has been successfully used in a variety of other approaches ([@b28]).

The second set of IUPAC codes was taken from a recently published study ([@b29]), which identified common regulatory motifs conserved in human, dog, mouse and rat genomes. We have now taken the top 50 IUPAC consensus sequences from this study and determined their positions in whole genome alignments (human--mouse, human--dog, human--opossum, mouse--human, mouse--dog and mouse--opossum). The third set of IUPAC codes was taken from a similar study ([@b30]) that identified a 'dictionary' of conserved consensus sequences in the promoter regions of orthologous human and mouse genes. Again, we have determined the genome-wide positions of the non-degenerate IUPAC consensus sequences detailed in this second study, which differentiated between those located in CpG rich regions (35 consensus sequences) and those in non-CpG rich regions (19 consensus sequences). Finally for the human version of TFBScluster, we have incorporated the genome-wide positions of TFBSs matching 410 positional weight matrices conserved in human, mouse and rat whole genome alignments. We obtained these from the UCSC genome browser (<http://genome.ucsc.edu/>). The positional weight matrices originate from the TRANSFAC database v8.3.

Whole genome alignments
-----------------------

Human and mouse versions of TFBScluster have been implemented to serve these two large research communities. Both versions of TFBScluster incorporate the genome-wide positions of TFBS consensus sequences conserved in a series of pair-wise genome alignments, where either the human or mouse genome is the reference sequence. The pair-wise genome comparisons were downloaded from Genome Bioinformatics at the UCSC (<http://genome.ucsc.edu/downloads.html>). For the human centric version (NCBI v35/hg17) TFBSs conserved in the mouse genome (NCBI 33/mm5) represent the default level of conservation. Positions of TFBSs are also catalogued in human--dog (canFam1) and human--opossum (monDom1) alignments. Human--mouse conserved sites have then been filtered to retain only those that are also present in the latter two pair-wise alignments. For the mouse version (NCBI 34/mm6) the default level of conservation uses sites conserved in the human (NCBI 35/hg17) genome and filtered sets have been produced using mouse--dog (canFam1) and mouse--opossum (monDom1) alignments.

TFBScluster input
-----------------

The first screen of TFBScluster requires the user to choose the reference genome (human or mouse) to determine the relevant genome annotation and external data used for the subsequent analysis of candidate regulatory regions. The next screen specifies the number of different consensus sequences that can be present in a cluster of TFBSs. The choice is also made as to which dataset of TFBSs should be used, either in-house consensus sequences, conserved regulatory motifs from two other studies ([@b29],[@b30]) or TRANSFAC v8.3 matrices. The next screen contains fields to specify the main parameters of candidate regulatory clusters, such as the number of motifs within a user defined window of sequence. To ensure that a minimum set of TFBSs are free to bind their corresponding proteins simultaneously, an option is included to discard clusters that do not contain the required number of sites when overlapping TFBSs are discounted. By default TFBScluster will use datafiles of binding sites that are conserved between human--mouse or mouse--human genomes. The degree of conservation and therefore the stringency of the search can be increased by selecting sites that are also conserved in dog or opossum.

In the human version of TFBScluster we have implemented additional approaches to increase the likelihood that TFBSs represent functional sites. Regulatory potential scores have been shown by others ([@b31],[@b32]) to provide significant enrichment of regulatory sequences. A filter has therefore been implemented that can restrict TFBScluster to sites located in areas of regulatory potential with scores greater than zero (based on the threshold suggested by UCSC <http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg17/regPotential/>). It is also possible to only consider those motifs that are present within experimentally determined active promoters, using the fibroblast cell line IMR90. This dataset is based on a recent study that identified active promoters using a microarray based chromatin immunopreciptation method to detect all RNA polymerase II preinitiation complexes assembled on DNA throughout the human genome ([@b33]).

TFBScluster output
------------------

The 'short' analysis returns the chromosomal start and end positions of all candidate clusters. This method is useful to gauge how many candidate regulatory clusters are found using a given set of search parameters. Moreover, as the data is returned in the general feature format (GFF; <http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/formats/GFF/GFF_Spec.shtml>), results files can be readily exported to other genome analysis programs. Users are advised to avoid 'long' searches using parameters that generate more than 5000 candidate clusters, due to the length of time it will take to complete.

TFBScluster can provide a more comprehensive analysis of candidate clusters by selecting the 'long' analysis. Using the Ensembl API ([@b34]), this option will identify all genes that are localized to within 100 kb of a cluster. A single gene will be associated with a cluster if the cluster is located in an intron, otherwise up to two genes will be associated with a cluster by selecting the closest gene 5′ and 3′ to the cluster. In TFBScluster a gene is defined as the footprint of all Ensembl gene transcripts on the genome sequence. All candidate clusters located in an exon are excluded from further analysis. Clusters can be restricted to genes that are annotated with EntrezGene ([@b35]) and/or UniProt-SwissProt ([@b36],[@b37]) identifiers. The choice of SwissProt identifiers ensures that only those genes with experimentally characterized proteins are detailed in the results.

TFBScluster has the ability to retain or exclude cluster candidates based on the presence of user supplied IUPAC consensus sequences. This facility can be useful, e.g. to reject clusters containing a consensus that is known not to be associated with the others. It can also be used to determine space and order constraints within the cluster by submitting consensus sequence patterns. For example, GATA\*5--8\*GATA will look for two Gata sites within 5 to 8 nt on the same strand.

The 'long' analysis results page provides detailed information for each candidate cluster together with information about the genes that are potentially under their control. Access is also provided to other files containing subsets of information from the main results file, such as a list of Swissprot identifiers that can be used in external analyses (see <http://hscl.cimr.cam.ac.uk/TFBScluster_examples/TFBScluster_ex_file.html>). Links are provided to both UCSC (<http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway>) and Ensembl (<http://www.ensembl.org/index.html>) genome browsers; they both indicate the location of a cluster (with 300 flanking nucleotides) in relation to the surrounding chromosome annotation. Information is therefore provided to streamline the experimental verification of interesting candidates; 300 nt of sequence flanking the cluster is shown for the reference genome, as well as an alignment of the predicted cluster for the default genomes.

The selection of clusters can be further constrained by only considering those that have been localized to genes that are expressed in a tissue specific manner. To achieve this, both the human and mouse versions of TFBScluster make use of information from the Gene Expression Atlas 2 ([@b38]). The Gene Expression Atlas 2 contains global gene expression profiles for 79 different human tissues and 61 different mouse tissues, together with extensive statistical analysis. For example, a TFBScluster analysis for muscle-specific binding site clusters can be focussed on those genes that show differential expression in muscle. To achieve this, TFBScluster would only retain those clusters that localize to genes with a specified fold over median expression in muscle when compared to the other 78 tissues. This important feature therefore allows the user to connect candidate cluster regions to a particular biological context in human or mouse.

SOFTWARE AND ACCESS
===================

TFBScluster.pl and supporting programs are written in PERL and are accessible via a PERL CGI interface on a web server, hosted by the University of Cambridge. The PERL scripts are available on request. The run time of a submitted job is typically less than 15 min using the 'short' analysis. For 'long' analyses, run time is dependent on the number of candidate clusters. Although users are initially restricted to the TFBS consensus sequences already present in TFBScluster, we welcome any requests for new motifs to be added. The default method of obtaining results files is via email. However, if there is a desire for anonymity then an alternative method allows the user to manually check whether a job has finished by following a web page link that is provided when the job is submitted (without the need to enter an email address). If the link is followed before the job is finished, a message to that effect is displayed. This page will refresh every 30 s until the job is completed. Either the results will be displayed or a message stating that no clusters were found. Throughout, all user input screens are designed to be simple and used in a step-wise manner; appropriate default values have been pre-entered as good starting points to run the analysis.

CONCLUSIONS
===========

Modern biology is increasingly dependent on computational infrastructure to integrate diverse datasets from multiple different organisms and of multiple different types. TFBScluster is designed to utilize diverse information (e.g. genome annotation, comparative genomics and expression profiling) to permit the formulation of novel experimentally testable propositions about the likely biological function of gene regulatory elements. Understanding the function of transcriptional regulatory elements represents a critical step in our ability to reconstruct transcriptional regulatory networks. TFBScluster is therefore potentially widely applicable for future studies of human and murine developmental systems and disease models. Moreover, TFBScluster could be readily adaptable for other genomes annotated in Ensembl.
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